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President's Report
Jacob Braun A.I. 1076
Brothers, What a semester and year it has
been! I hope each of you are doing well and
had a wonderful holiday season. With the
start of the new year, it is imperative to look
back on his crazy semester and how we
handled and endured a global pandemic.
None of us went into the 2020 Spring
thinking everything in the world could be put
on hold in a matter of weeks. As the summer
progressed, it was crucial for us to figure out
a way to return to Kansas State in a safe and
practical manner. Thus, there was the
foundation of the COVID-19 response
committee, whose duty was to implement a
system that would ensure the health and
safety of every resident and guest of the
chapter house. We were able to keep COVID
at bay as long as we could. However, in early
September COVID unfortunately made its
way into the chapter house in which a
majority of the associates and members
tested positive. Once all of this was
confirmed, the house went into immediate
lockdown. No one was allowed in and no one
was permitted to leave unless for a medical
emergency, It was a long quarantine period,
but ultimately, we got through it. And just
like no one expected COVID, no one expected
the positive effects it would have on
strengthening our brotherhood.

Even through the COVID-19 pandemic, the Alpha Iota
Chapter of Theta Xi has continued to succeed
philanthropically, academically, and fraternally
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As the semester went along, the Riley

Finally, from the very beginning we had made

County Health Department began allowing

a plan for this semester to be focused on

decently sized events to take place if they

brotherhood. We knew that external social

followed protocol. Thus, we were able to

events were going to be put on hold, thus

continue our annual tradition of helping out

making the need for internal brotherhood

at the Britt's Farm Scary Corn Maze during

bonding imperative. From getting through

the month of October. Through this we raised

the house-wide quarantine together to

$5,000 for the National Multiple Sclerosis

random movie and game nights, I do believe

Society, which ended up being matched to

that this was achieved. The ties that connect

$10,000. We are hoping to continue our

us are felt even stronger due to the pandemic

philanthropic success in the Spring with our

forcing us to be alone together.

annual Fish Fry event. Academically we
ended the semester with a house GPA of 3.56,

Like always, once things start to open up and

a score that is a testament to the adaptability

the cases of COVID are down, please feel free

of the actives and associates. This semester

to come visit the chapter house and all of the

was a unique one with some classes being in

active members. Stay safe and stay in touch.

person, some hybrid, some entirely online.
This brought many challenges including
finding new study space and places to take

Fraternally,

proctored exams, but all-in-all we made it

Jacob Braun

through and learned new ways to improvise

jmbraun@ksu.edu | (913) 669-0727

during certain scenarios.

Studying for Finals with our Sweetheart Grace Deweese
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Brothers, The House is in a great spot

Treasurer's
Report
Michael Aylward A.I. 1097

financially. Last Spring we were able to use
the COVID-19 outbreak to save money in
some places here and there while campus
was closed and we were not living in the
house. We look to have a strong budget that
allows us to have everything we need, as
well as some wants. This budget also allows
us to pay all other necessary fees. I plan on
taking the actions needed to continue on
this path of success for the house by
holding everyone accountable to their
budgets and woking with everybody to
assure we can use our money in the best
way possible.
Fraternally, ,

Michael Aylward

New Freezer From our Alumni
The current brothers
of the Alpha Iota
chapter are ever
grateful for those
who have come and
gone before us. We
thank our Alumni
this year for
providing us with a
new Maytag Freezer
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Brothers, Academics has always been a
pillar in the Alpha Iota Chapter, and this
past semester proved that to be no
different. I am happy to report that the
chapter obtained an average GPA of 3.597
with a total of 19 brothers receiving a 4.0
GPA this semester. Of those nineteen, eight

Scholarship
chair's report
Dylan Feist A.I. 1107

are newly initiated brothers. Obviously, this
semester was unlike any other due to
COVID-19. Besides alternating weekly
attendance to labs and studios, brothers
were lucky to even have a class in person.
Many of us spent our whole semester
learning virtually from the house. As for our
Scholarship dinner, Dr. Thomas Lane, Vice
President of Student life, provided a keynote
in lieu of attendance this year. While Having
all of us cooped up inside the fraternity
initially became a scheduling nightmare,
roommates were able to figure out a
schedule to ensure everyone could have the
time they needed to dedicate to their
studies and zooms.

Our Study rooms on the first floor are now
reservable in the case of proctored tests and
interviews. Needless to say, we got the
swing of it yet are hopeful in anticipating
more opportunities available on campus.
Fraternally,

Dylan Feist

Alpha Iota Seniors; Levi Gauby 1068, Nick Kalny 1067, Chris
Anderson 1065, and Caleb Vering 1063 at Scholarship Dinner
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MOm's Report

Get it done. Do it the best you can.

Mom Rose

It's been fall Semester, 2020. Classes, Finals,

Persevere and help each Brother succeed.
Online, more online, presentations, projects,
interviews, Crew, House duties, new Exec
elected, appreciation for the past Exec,
Friends and Brothers make excellent study
groups. Unprecedented COVID times gave
my Best Theta Xi Guys a look at college and
Brotherhood that they never expected.
Thank you to the Alumni and Mom's club for
ratcheting up our internet so my Guys had
what they need.
We'll see what Spring, 2021 offers. Let me
tell you, these outstanding KSU students
and Men of Theta Xi will be up to whatever
is thrown their way.
Be Well. Love, Mom Rose of Theta Xi

Alpha Iota Freshmen Carson Tanner 1113 and Sawyer Shutts
1112 with two PI Beta Phis at our Homecoming can drive
philanthropy

Jacob Braun 1076, Chris Anderson 1065, Levi
Gauby 1068, and Nick Kalny 1067 at Britt's Farm
scary maze philanthropy
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Welcoming new members to our
Brotherhood
At the beginning of this Fall
semester, we invited 16 new

1107 Dylan Feist
1108 Tyler Simmons
1109 Tate Brungardt
1110 Ryder Jarrett
1111 Matt Virgil
1112 Sawyer Shutts
1113 Carson Tanner
1114 Jack Ellzey
1115 Bryson Brown
1116 Alex Kuckelman
1117 Jordan Gatz
1118 Nick Jackson
1119 Zane De La Peña
1120 Caleb Mitchell
1121 Tanner Weast
1122 Joey Fuss

Freshman into our Brotherhood

Continuing Progress with a new
Executive Commitee
With consideration for tons of great
candidates, these 7 brothers we
selected to represent the Alpha Iota
Chapter of Theta Xi

President - Jacob Braun 1076
Vice-President - Luke Levitt 1102
Treasurer - Michael Alyward 1097
House Manager - Josh Meurer 1102
Kitchen Manager - Brady Hart 1105
Secretary - Jack Ellzey 1114
Scholarship Chair - Dylan Feist 1107
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From the Editor
Brothers, I have always known that I wanted
to be in a Fraternity. I envisioned countless
parties, getting through "I" week, and being
made to clean constantly. Everything that I
thought a Fraternity to be goes against who
I am as a person. It was during a rush event
at Theta Xi on February 15th that I found out
that this house was different, and it was
exactly where I needed to be. It is now
almost a year later and sitting in the Iota,
surrounded by 45 of my best friends, I
realize that I made one of the best decisions
of my life. Being able to find friends that you
can truly be yourself around is a challenge
that every single person fights with, I know
that I have embraced that challenge and
found a group of men who are embracing it
with me.

Nearly Every day I walk past a plaque in the
house that reads, "If you want to see your
future, look at your friends - AI 541". Thinking
about this phrase, and seeing my friends
working towards making themselves better
makes me proud to call myself a Theta Xi.
Fraternally,

Jack Ellzey 1114
jellzey@ksu.edu

